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Abstract
The crypto-world has been
booming without a hitch,
paving the path for more
financial freedom and the
creation of exciting new
assets. While the crypto
business began with just one
coin, the growth that
followed its release was
remarkable.
Currently, the crypto market
offers a diverse selection of
coins. One of them is Meme
coins that have recently
gained the greatest
popularity.

Even though meme coins have only been around for a short time,
many investors believe they are a fun and successful investment. In
this paper, we will dive deeper into the services offered by
Bromance Token that is a new meme community token built on
Binance Smart Chain.
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Introduction
The bromance token is based
on the BSC network. Binance
Smart Chain is an
independent blockchain that
works in tandem with BC. This
means that even if BC stops
operations, BSC will continue
to operate its technical and
administrative functions.
BSC achieves network
consensus and blockchain
security by combining
delegated PoS and proof-ofauthority (PoA). It relies on a
system of 21 validators. As it
relies on BSC, it is a
decentralized cryptocurrency
with a large community
behind it.
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About Bromance Token

Bromance is a new token for the meme
community.
Its goal is to create a bro community
that can share memes and makes
money together. Also aims to make
collections of crypto bros nfts.
It will succeed in terms of liquidity,
acceptance, and market capitalization. It
is a safe token because its liquidity is
safe for 2 years. Nobody will be worried
about rug pull.
In Bromance token there is no rug pull
because to increase the token's
reputation and credibility, we have
locked the liquidity. You can earn
rewards by holding this token.
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Plan
SEASON 1
Season one is set to premiere in the first quarter of
2022. We will conduct charitable nft events as the
community grows.

SEASON 2
Season 2 is set to premiere in late Q3 or early Q4 of
2022. We'll introduce the ability to cultivate and earn
Bromance tokens with your nft crytobros in early 2023.
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Tokenomics
You will automatically receive more Bromance tokens as buys
and sells happen.
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9% buy and sell free
3% goes to the marketing wallet.
This will be used to help pay for marketing and other
development costs that come up.
3% goes towards liquidity. This will help the coin stabilize as we
grow.
3% goes to holders. You will automatically receive more
Bromance tokens as buys and sells happen.

3% goes to holders.

Roadmap
We are working on developing our
nft CryptBros and Web3 Dapp

Step 1
We plan on doing some more work to upgrade
the website.

Step 2
Q1 2022 we plan to launch our cryptobro nfts.
Portions from the sales will go to the charity of
the community’s choice to help out Bros in
need.
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Conclusion
The word Cryptocurrency is gaining acceptance among the
general public.
Meme coins are the most well-known digital assets in the
Crypto world. One of them is the Bromance token that worked
on Binance Smart Chain and provided many benefits as
compared to other meme coins.
This Coin is going to help people in a modern way by using the
power of blockchain technology.
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